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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the Implementation of the 2013 curriculum training program for
Islamic Educational Supervisors and to measure their capacity in terms of 2013 curriculum competency using the
CIPP model of evaluation.
The importance of improving the competency of Educational Supervisor through Implementation training
program of 2013 curricula, because they hold a very significant and strategic role in improving the quality
teaching of Islamic Educational teachers (Guru PAI), acted as educational supervisor, counselor, and motivator.
This article would like to answer several questions; how the Implementation of Curriculum 2013 training was
able to boost the Islamic Educational Supervisor Competency in terms of their academic ability. The paper aims
to discuss the issue of Islamic Supervisor in terms of curriculum 2013 competency.
Keywords: CIPP Model of Evaluation, 2013 curriculum implementation program, Strategic Role of Islamic
Educational Supervisor, Islamic Educational supervisor competency, Islamic Studies Regulation
1. Introduction
By the introduction to a new 2013 curriculum, the Indonesian Government, through ministry of National
education hopes that the quality of education in Indonesian in the future will be better, respectable and we do
expect that, this a new 2013 curriculum is able to improve the quality of Indonesian educational system with a
number of solutions to various national educational problems by preparing our students through a better
curriculum planning, curriculum implementing, and curriculum evaluating as a part of teaching and learning
process, so the learning process can take place efficiently and effectively. This 2013 curriculum was intended to
create a better young generation that is ready for their future. Changing the learning paradigm is the most
important part of the policy of the implementation of a new 2013 curriculum.
This a new curriculum is designed to reconfigure the learning process and student/teacher relationships that have
traditionally been taking place, where the teacher plays a role as an active agent (all-knowing person) and
students are passive, only accepting, memorizing and repeating information. This circumstance must change,
where a classroom is a place for sharing experiences and gaining new knowledge from students and teachers
generated through dialogue and shared experiences.
The 2013 curriculum was designed not only to create a balance in the learning process but also to change the
way students learn to be more active and to become the center/center of learning and the teacher only as a
companion.
Under the regulation and policies set by the Ministry of Education, stated that; the 2013 curriculum is projected
for three main elements of Education management bodies of school, such as Teachers, Principals, and
Educational Supervisor. In order for establishing a quality Islamic Educational Supervisor, various efforts have
been made by the Directorate General of Islamic Institution, Ministry of Religious Affair in order to improve the
quality of Islamic Educational Supervisor, because, these Supervisors plays an important role as a model for the
school community, professionalism, discipline, and character. They are also having responsibility for carrying
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out their educational and assignment tasks.
A growing concern among educators is whether emerging school leaders are prepared to face these pressures and
create schools that advocate for education that advances the rights and education for all children (Spring, 2001).
The school leader’s role in developing a shared vision of learning; sustaining a school culture conducive to
learning; ensuring appropriate management of school operations and resources; facilitating collaboration with
families to respond to diverse needs; acting with integrity and fairness; and responding to the school’s political,
social, economic, legal, and cultural context (Cambron-McCabe, 2006, p. 112).
The Islamic Educational Supervisor, which is one of the most important parts of the National Education system,
certainly must be familiar with the SNP (National Standard of Education). They have functioned as the main
basis in the educational management system starting from the curriculum planning, implementation, and
educational supervision to increase the quality of national education. They have functioned as an educational
service provider to Islamic Educational teachers to improve the quality of learning and student learning
outcomes and improving the quality of Islamic Educational teachers in terms of learning aspects. The Islamic
Educational Supervisor also needs to have good quality in terms of School supervision to improve school quality
management and student achievement.
We can say that a program can be considered successful if the curriculum 2013 PAI training program improves
the quality of student learning outcomes and training programs have been running in accordingly with the
program designed.
A good Islamic Educational Supervisor should involve intensively in advising the teachers regarding what the
teachers have to do and not merely finding faults. The assistance provided by the Islamic Educational Supervisor
to Islamic Educational teachers is not just an input or suggestion but must be based on the results of a research that
has been done carefully to avoid miss of conduct and disoriented.
The 2013 curriculum training program for Islamic Educational Supervisors is intended to improve the quality of
2013 curriculum implementation, such as.
1.

Improving the quality of Islamic Educational Supervisors as a partner of School Principal and Islamic
Educational Teachers in implementing the 2013 Curriculum.

2.

Improving the Islamic educational Supervisors as a teacher assistant in implementing the 2013 curriculum
and improving the effectiveness of school planning supervisory tasks

3.

Improving the Islamic educational Supervisors in helping our religious teachers to solve their learning
problems and difficulties

4.

To identify problems and try to find solutions to any existing problems dealing with the curriculum.

5.

Improving the ability of Islamic Educational Supervisors in the field of 2013 curriculum

2. Conceptuality of Islamic Educational Supervisor
Quality teaching and instruction are the necessary conditions for successful learning in schools and institutions
worldwide. Supervision in schools is accepted as a general leadership function intended to improve the
performance of teachers' teaching and instruction. Glickman, Gordon, and Gordon (2004) have placed
supervision as the backbone towards determining the effectiveness of the school.
The Directorate General of Islamic Education, Ministry of Religious Affair has carried out the 2013 curriculum
implementation training program for Islamic Educational Supervisors and Islamic Educational Teachers in
fulfilling their duties and responsibilities for the success of 2013 curriculum implementation Nationally and to
create a new policy for the Implementation of 2013 curriculum comprehensively in order to support Government
programs related to the Educational development program in term of Islamic Religious teaching and learning
processes.
The main objectives of the 2013 curriculum development activities are generally in order to improve the student
mindset, strengthen curriculum governance and deepening and expanding the material to strengthen the learning
process in order to guarantee the compatibility between what is preferred and what is made and it is intended for
improving the quality of the Islamic Religious Education Supervisor to do their jobs as Islamic Curriculum
Supervisor and be able to implement 2013 Curriculum effectively and efficiently in accordance with their duties
and be able to play a role in conducting good supervision so that the conducive learning is realized.
The 2013 Curriculum Implementation Training program for Islamic Religious Education Supervisors aims that
participants can understand the policies made by the Directorate of Islamic Education, Ministry of Religious
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Affair regarding on how to improve the quality of Islamic religious education in schools and the characteristics
of the 2013 PAI Curriculum (2013 Islamic Curriculum) in order to achieve the National program in
disseminating the 2013 PAI Curriculum.
With the increasing the supervisory competencies in the field of 2013 curriculum, it is expected that the
performance also will increase and has an impact on the quality of the educational process and be able to carry
out the role and duties as a supervisor of Islamic Education.
The main idea is to have an Islamic education supervisor mastering the 2013 Islamic Curriculum higher than
those possessed by Islamic Education teacher in terms of methodology, techniques who were under guided;
1.

Having sufficient knowledge about various learning methodologies, techniques, creative, innovative and
able to communicate, both oral and written and knowing the indicators of success and failure in teaching.

2.

Having sufficient knowledge in terms of education quality management at the school level, especially
regarding quality control programs/quality assurance.

3.

Having the ability to influence, convinces, and motivates others, especially Islamic religious teacher and
this includes the ability to develop international relations.

4.

Having an adequate level of intellectual ability and be able to find the subject matter, analyze it and make
decisions from the results of the analysis.

5.

Having adequate knowledge in terms of systematic data collection and analysis of the data.

6.

Having an adequate level of personal maturity, especially in the field of emotional maturity.

Competency in the field of academic supervision is important for Islamic Educational Supervisor (PAI
supervisors) in carry out academic supervision in the field of Islamic Education to assess and nurture the Islamic
religious teacher (PAI teachers) in order to improve the quality of Islamic Religious Teaching (PAI learning) and
have a positive influence on the quality of learning and learning outcomes students.
Islamic Educational Supervisors must have an academic and managerial qualification and have ability and
capability to supervise Islamic educational teacher in the field of 2013 Curriculum in order to develop and
fostering teachers capability in field of Islamic curriculum, so that the quality of the learning process is increased
and bring impacts to the quality of student learning outcomes.
The place of the Islamic Educational Supervisor in the educational system is very important because it has a vital
role in the school management system and it is closely related to school planning and learning activities.
Several changes will bring a new challenge both internally and externally in the field of Islamic educational
Systems; therefore the implementation of the 2013 Curriculum is a very strategic step in facing a global
challenge in the future related to moral behavior and mindset changes. It has a management function needed for
evaluating the performance of teachers to achieve goals and school programs by what has been planned. A good
supervisor is a supervisor who can provide direction and guidance to the teachers he supervises.
The implementation of this training is one of the Government's priority programs at the Directorate General of
Islamic Education such as:
1.

The Implementation program aim to introduce a new 2013 curriculum to Islamic educational teachers and
Islamic educational supervisors.

2.

To create a new perspective regarding the learning process of Islamic teaching to Islamic Educational
supervisors and creating a pleasant learning atmosphere.

3.

Observing any difficulty deterring the implementation of the 2013 curriculum in targeting school.

The objectives of the 2013 curriculum implementation program such as:
1.

Knowing the strategies values of 2013 Curriculum implementation.

2.

Understanding the rationale curriculum and its elements.

3.

Building the scientific approach concept by the necessities of the 2013 Curriculum and Character
Education.

4.

Recognizing Student Standard Competency (SKL), Core Competencies (KI), and Basic Competencies
(KD).

5.

Providing information regarding Islamic religious teaching and learning models.

The significance of the Implementation of the 2013 Curriculum is to determine, how many percentages of the
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training targets can be achieved and how the program is implemented and do we have room to correct the system
and create new policies related to the Curriculum implementation based on the training result?.
3. Literature Review
Evaluation is a term used in a scientific study that has developed into various scientific disciplines. The
knowledge of this study or evaluation has provided any benefits and contributions in assessing the
implementation of a program which in turn can provide recommendations to be made the basis for making an
important decision in various programs.
Evaluation is an activity to look for something valuable about something; in looking for something, it also
includes information that is useful in assessing the existence of a program, production, procedure, and alternative
strategies proposed to achieve the objectives that have been determined. Worthen and Sander (1973, in Andersen
1971).
Evaluation is a systematic process of data collection, data analysis and interpretation of information to determine
the level of achievement of teaching objective. Evaluation is the process of evaluation something based on
criteria or goals that have been set, the decision is made on the object being evaluated (Djaali & Mulyono, 2000).
Evaluation is perhaps the most complex and least-understood of the term. Inherent in the idea of evaluation is
“value" when we evaluate, what we are doing is engaging in some process that is designed to provide
information that will help us make a judgment about a given situation (Kizlik, 2014).
Good supervision involves activities that aid, direct and inform teachers of what should be done or have been
done and not merely finding faults in the teacher's teaching. In the literature on instructional sciences, clinical
supervision is a type of supervision that meets the stated requirements of good supervision (Sarfo & Cudjoe,
2016).
Broadly speaking, it can be assumed that evaluation is a giving of values to the quality of a program and
evaluation can be also be said as a process in carrying out planning, obtaining and providing the information
needed to make alternative decisions.
4. Method
There are many designs and evaluation models used to evaluate the training programs and one of them is the
CIPP Model which used to evaluate the implementation of 2013 Curriculum Training program theorized by
Stufflebeam in 1983 which includes four elements, namely: C- Context, I-Input, P - Process and P-Products.
This model can be used effectively to evaluate the quality of educational and training programs. The context of
this evaluation includes the objectives and the background of the implementation program.
Input context refers to the material, time, physical and human resources needed to carry out activities effectively.
The process includes teaching and learning processes and products focusing on the quality of teaching and
learning and its usefulness and potential benefits to society (Stufflebeam, 2003)
Stufflebeam’s evaluation Model is based on four different kinds of evaluation information that are policymakers
and administrators need to make their decision. These include context, input, process, and product evaluation
information – here the acronym of CIPP.
Four aspects of the CIPP Evaluation Model (context, input, process, and output) help decision-makers to answer
four basic questions regarding;
1.

What to do (What should we do?); collect and analyze data to determine goals, priorities, and goals.

2.

How do we implement it (How should we do it?); the condition of existing resources and the stages needed
to achieve the goals and objectives or can also include the identification of programs in gathering
information.

3.

Is it done according to plan (Are we doing it as planned?); Step in making decisions about how well the
program is implemented. By routinely monitoring ongoing programs and how well the program is
implemented according to instructions and plans, whether there are conflicts that arise, staff support and
morale, material strengths and weaknesses, and budget issues.

4.

Is it successful (Did it work?); by a way of measuring the results and outcomes and comparing it with the
expected program plan, to make the decision whether it is continued, modified, or stopped altogether.

The implementation of the 2013 Curriculum training program for Islamic Religious Education Supervisors was
carried out because the curriculum is one of the important elements that can make a significant contribution to
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the qualityy of Islamic Studies and to develop our ppotential students to be som
meone who hass quality in terrm of
Curriculum
m competency..
The follow
wing indicatorss show if the trraining Implem
mentation is suuccessful:
1.

Afterr participatingg in the Curricculum Implem
mentation Traiining participaants are expeccted to be able to
explaain the rationalle 2013 Curriculum of Islam
mic Education aand Character aand its relationn to demands.

2.

Particcipants are exxpected to bee able to explain the elem
ments of curricculum changee, can analyze
e the
relatiionship betweeen the standardd competency of graduates, core competenncies, and basiic competencie
es, as
well as the stages and
a learning acctivities.

3.

Particcipants are exppected to be abble to analyze tteachers' bookks and student bbooks.

4.

Masttering the struccture of the cuurriculum, andd subject matteer and the philosophy of teaaching the material
and bbeing able to portray
p
and asssociate the appplication of thhe science of rreligion that iss taught with other
sciennces in everydaay life.

5.

Be abble to analyze the suitabilityy of the materiial with the accademic potenttial possessed by students an
nd as
well tthe ability to prepare
p
a learnning Implementation Plan (RP
PP) based on tthe scientific aapproach.

6.

Be abble to carry out
o learning aand teaching bbased on the sscientific apprroaches (obserrving, questioning,
explooring, associatiing and comm
municating).

5. Researcch Finding
Based on tthe results of the
t evaluationn conducted in the process of implementinng 2013 Curricculum Training
g, we
can concluude that;
5.1 Contexxt Evaluation
The purpoose of a conteext evaluation is to define, iidentify and aassess all the nneeds for the implementatio
on of
training prrogram for Islaamic Religious Education Supervisor by iidentifying prooblems and asssessing whether all
the objectiives and needss of a training program are iin line with thhe needs. Somee questions rellated to the context
are as folloows:
a.

Are tthe aims of thiss training proggram suitable oor not?

b.

Are tthe course materials taught reelevant to the aaims?

In terms oof the aspect coontext of trainiing, the traininng implementaation program was designed to generate a solid
coordinatioon among pollicymakers, teaachers and Isllamic educatioonal supervisoors regarding tthe implementation
training prrograms and thhe targeted auddience.

A
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Based on tthe results of thhe data analysis above, it cann be concludedd as follows:
a.

Regaarding the avaiilability of reguulations that uunderlie the im
mplementation of training; 911 % of respond
dents
said tthat the compoonent material was recommended.

b.

89% respondent saaid that the aaccuracy of thhe planning annd implementaation of the trraining was above
a
averaage.

c.

The aavailability of implementatioon guidelines; 82% respondeent said that theey are good orr very good.

From the rresearch resultt, it can be conncluded that thhe evaluation context regardding the Impleementation training
Curriculum
m 2013 for Isllamic educatioonal supervisor, in general, w
was reasonablle, had fulfilleed the requirem
ments
even thouggh it was incom
mplete in somee areas.
5.2 Input E
Evaluation
The purpoose of input evvaluation is to provide inform
mation regardding the resourrces used in thhe curriculum 2013
training im
mplementationn Program to m
meet the goals of the prograam. The input factors are thee resources used in
training suuch as human resources
r
capittal, infrastructuure, curriculum
m material, andd content.
Several quuestions that coome under the context of inpput are:
1.

Whatt are the learniing skills that ccan be obtained by the Islam
mic Educationall Supervisor?

2.

Whatt type of resouurces should bee used for effecctive training?.

3.

How are the instrucctors using theeir teaching skiills for effectivve training?

A
Aspek Input Program Peelatihan K-13 (56 Respo
ondents)
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Related too the training material
m
used iin the implem
mentation progrram, there are some area neeed to be impro
oved,
such as:
a.

mple material, not just conccepts, theories, and
The ttraining materrial, it needs to be more praactical and sim
lecturres.

b.

The qquality of som
me lecturer/insttructor is still iinadequate andd has not fullyy understood thhe material and the
mechhanism of a new
w 2013 curricuulum implemeentation.

c.

It is nnecessary to inncrease the buddget to have m
more participannts from the Islamic educatioonal supervisor and
increase the numbeer of Islamic Educational Suppervisors for trraining.

Based on tthe data analyssis related inpuut, it can be concluded as follows:
a.

In geeneral, 91% off respondents considered thaat the availabiility of trainingg facilities waas appropriate even
thouggh some issuees needed to bbe addressed cconcerning som
me training m
materials that sstill needed fu
urther
explaanation and narrration to be eaasily understoood.
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b.

The eefficiency of training;
t
90 % of participannts said it wass good. In othher words, the targets or peo
oples
underr training are following
f
the nneeds and havee fulfilled the ccriteria as trainnees.

c.

Conccerning particippation costs; 883% of responddents said it waas above averaage (good- verry good). In general,
all buudgets neededd for the trainning implemenntation program
m supplied byy the Governm
ment / Ministrry of
Religgious affairs, especially the D
Directorate Genneral of Islamiic Education.

In term off training input, most of the pparticipants saiid had fulfilledd the needed foor a successful training progrram.
5.3 Processs Evaluation
The focus of the process evaluation iss to identify hoow the implem
mentation proggram works annd how the inp
put is
used effecttively to achieeve the desired goals, objectivves, targets.
The traininng process includes a system
matic approachh, teaching actiivities, trainingg process relatted to the following
questions.
a.

How the training was
w carried out

b.

Is thee process of thee training effecctive?

Implementtation of trainiing has to be iin line with thhe rules, the neeeds and the taargets of the trraining program
m. In
the case of the training participants, m
most of them aare not talenteed and less aw
wareness regardding the conte
ent of
training m
material due to a huge amounnt of training m
material but taaught in a shorrt period of tim
me (only 3 days of
training).

Aspect Prosess Program Peelatihan K-1
13 (56 Respo
ondents)
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bahan pelatihan.
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p
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The evaluuation processs component aaims to descrribe how the projected ressources are ussed to support the
implementtation of the 20013 curriculum
m implementattion training prrogram and thee results obtainned as follows
a.

The ccomprehensiveeness of docum
ments training materials; 89 % of responddents said that they were suittable.
A sm
mall number of
o participantss did not undderstand the coontent of trainning materialss even though
h the
instruuctor or trainerr had explaineed in detail to tthe point wherre they were reepeated severaal times for spe
ecific
trainiing material.

b.

The qquality of trainning materialss; 91% of resppondents said that it was recommended, vvery well desiigned
with the addition off the learning vvideos, so thatt participants ccould easily unnderstand the m
material in train
ning.

c.

The rreadable of training materials; 83% of partticipants agreedd.

d.

Timee allocations; only 69% of participants stated that the quality oof instructors in terms of time
manaagement was average.
a

5.4 Producct Evaluation
The produuct evaluationn of the 2013 Curriculum Implementatioon program inncludes the Isslamic Educattional
Supervisorrs' proficiencyy related to theeir skills, know
wledge, and coompetency thaat used in condducting supervisory
tasks.
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The purpose of the implementation of a 2013 curriculum training program for Islamic Educational Supervisors is
to improve the quality, productivity, and competency and be able to perform their tasks well.
Based on field monitoring, we found that:
a.

There is no even distribution regarding the implementation of the 2013 curriculum training across the
nation.

b.

The quality of Islamic Educational Supervisors, which is mastering the curriculum 2013 inadequate and not
optimal.

c.

The quality of Islamic Educational supervisors, although from year to year has been increased, both in
terms of educational qualifications, supervision competencies and managerial competencies along with the
trend of educational development in Indonesia, but from the results of the study, we found that the ability
and Islamic Educational Supervisors rate in accepting educational system changes and a new concepts of
education including for the curriculum changes acceptance as well as their participation in various
competency improvement training program is lesser compare to their counterpart, the Islamic Religious
teachers and that is unjustifiable because teachers are more competent than their supervisor.

d.

A numbers of Islamic Educational Supervisors do not have full awareness and responsibility in carrying out
their duties.

e.

A few of them do not have adequate facilities to carry out duties as Islamic Educational supervisors.

6. Conclusion and Recommendation
By implementation of a new 2013 curriculum, we do expect to answer various challenges and problems that are
faced by our student, now and in the future and we can improve the quality of an educational institution,
empowering educational resources and improving the quality of education by national expectations throughout
the educational process.
If several problems as mention above cannot be solved, the process of school supervision activities will not
succeed and that means changing the educational system in school will not run well.
Islamic Educational supervisors are the most important element of the educational system but on the other hand,
the quality of our Islamic Educational supervisors is not good enough to deal with a new curriculum.
The above mention problems bring impact on school program management, several Islamic Educational
Supervisors have little attention on the program and to solve those mention problems above, various steps must
be taken such as:
1.

Islamic educational supervisors should be given more training, guidance and workshops with richest and
more complex material/Syllabus compare to the Islamic Educational Teachers; otherwise their function as
supervisors for Islamic Educational Teachers will not work properly and we should train them both
differently because their function in term of the academic management program is not the same

2.

The Directorate General of Islamic Education needs to complete regulations regarding the duties and
authority of Islamic Educational Supervisors to have their maximum function and having their position in
the right place, so their existence is protected by legitimate and formal regulations and also respected.

3.

Improving the quality of Islamic Educational Supervisors which includes enhancing competence in
Educational Management and religious values. Competency Enhancement Programs as Islamic Educational
supervisors must be carefully planned and sustainable based on research.

4.

Tighter selection of Personnel for Islamic Educational Supervisor by carrying out a full analysis of their
abilities (self-competency).

5.

Recruitment of Islamic Educational Supervisors in the future must be reorganized and they must be selected
from the best Islamic Educational teachers and other candidates from different backgrounds are not
accepted. This is tough, but we have to fix it and make them a respected Islamic educational supervisor.
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